A Royal Heritage Hotel Booking in Khatu

many people across all over the India are comes hear every year to visit the famous
temple of the Khatushayam ji Baba and other religious places. More than 40 Lakes
of people comes every year in the Khatu to take the sight and getting blessings of
him from all over the world throughout the year. Due to the popularity of khatu
and interactions of tourist, many hotels and restaurants are established hear so
that the people who come from the different places of the country and across the
country can stay here. Read more about Radhey ki Haveli – Wedding Hotel in
Rajasthan
Many people are searching for the best hotels for their stay which provide the best
royal and heritage feels of their journey which gives a memorable moment to their
journey or tour. Radhey ki Haveli is one of the best hotels in the khatu and hotel
deals in khatu, which gives the best traditional and royal looks of the Rajasthan to
the visitors at the affordable price such as traditional, royal and delicious foods of
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the Rajasthan in the metal plates of gold and silver, royal beds, royal paintings on
the room walls, etc. so that the people can make their stay memorable. It is one of
the best traditional Khatu shyam hotel, many people comes here not only for their
stay but also for their wedding also, to give a royal and traditional theme to their
weddings. Read more about Radhey Ki Haveli Stay at Luxurious Hotel in Khatu
Radhey Ki Haveli is a best Traditional Hotel in Khatu which provide the luxurious
modern room facility, Ekadashi Kirtan, Serving North Indian food in fine dining
ambience.
Radhey ki haveli offer best hotel deals in khatu and make your stay happier with
traditional and royal touch of rajasthani Heritage culture. Radhey ki haveli is the
hotel in khatu which facilitate the visitor to enjoy the Rajasthan's blissful stay at
best hotel in khatu. Khatu Shyam hotel provides all those cultures to the visitor
which make introduce the Rajasthan and show the Rajasthani traditionalism.
Event services provide by Wedding Hotel in Khatu
Wedding Event
Birthday Event
Anniversary Event

Ekasdashi Kirtan
Different Kinds of Rooms and Suits Categories offer By Radhey ki haveli
Premium Sappier Room @ 2500
Silver Room @ 3000
Gold Room @ 3300
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Diamond Room @3600
Platinum Room @ 4500
Suit Room @ 4900
Book your favorite room and make your stay pleasant and happier at Best
Traditional and luxurious Hotel In Khatu “Radhey ki Haveli”.
Book your room to visit our
website http://www.radheykihaveli.com or http://www.radheykihaveli.com/re
servation-traditional-hotel-in-khatu

Call us at - 9831906474, +911576 231600/231601

